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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an School is that the sequence of death and life
is orderly.    The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.

“When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times, in re-
sponse to something they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or
they may, by picking up a tricky device, make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the
half of the body; or again they may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant.”

A true student gives a shout, and to with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.    The teacher, not
discerning that this is an objective circumstance, goes after it and performs a lot of antics with
it.    The student again shouts but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.    This is a disease of the
vitals which no doctoring can cure: it is a called    “the guest examines the host.”

Finally starting today we’ll start our talk about the place in the text where Rinzai talks
about the subject and the object.    This whole world is divided into subject and object, and the
human world as well.    If we simply look at the human world it is also divided into what we can
call the self and the other.    

Not just in Buddhism but in other fields of scholarship, we can even say that in other
kinds of philosophy this question of the relationship between subject and object is taken up in a
serious way.    Although there are similarities in the way Buddhism and other fields of scholar-
ship look upon this question of subject and object, there are also differences.    So today I have to
get into what is the difference between the Buddhist perspective and the perspective of the other
kinds of scholarship.

And as I just said in the realm of other fields of scholarship we also say that this world is
divided into the subjective world and the objective world.    Although it might be a rather extreme
way of putting it, I think it’s fair to say that the way usual scholars consider this question is in an
uncritical, unconditional way they just accept that there is a world of the subject, and a world of
the object.    And it seems that the people in these fields of scholarship get into very difficult to
understand, very complex explanations about subject and object, saying that the self is the sub-
ject, and the self is also the object.

In Buddhism we certainly do say that subject and object are separate.    But Buddhism is
the way of teaching that says that the world of the separation of subject and object comes into be-
ing through the will-less activity of both subject and object.    As I’ve been saying up until now,
although we can say that this world we are now appearing in is the world of the separation of
subject and object, and Buddhism does, as least as a temporary means of teaching, acknowledge
the existence of the world of the subject and the world of the object, subject and object truly are
not separate.    

The original condition, the condition of the root source is a condition in which the two
activities of subject and object, or we could even just say plus and minus are working within one
home, within one place.    It is the position of Buddhism to describe the condition of the origin as
a single unique place in which two mutually opposing activities are working.    We call these two
activities tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thus-going and thus-coming, or simply plus and minus, or
we can call them the activity which forms man, and the activity which forms woman.    An ex-
pression used in Buddhist teachings to describe this condition of the source is to say that this
condition of the source is a condition of not one and not two.    We can also say that that means
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that it is both one and two, that’s what not one and not two means.    And this condition of activ-
ity is a condition, because it is a will-less activity, that is called the condition of zero, or the con-
dition of emptiness.

Human beings have developed the function of consciousness, and having this function of
consciousness they recognize something that they (we) call the spiritual world, or a spiritual ac-
tivity.    So if you are thinking about the spiritual world, or spiritual activity then please think
about it as an activity which has no will, as the zero activity, or the activity of emptiness.    And
although it is very true that we must strive to live the life of the spirit, or to live a spiritual life if
you attach to the spiritual world then this world of matter, the material world will not appear.    

Without attaching to living a spiritual life, inevitably the activity called “three is one and
one is three,” which is different than the condition of “not one and not two,” this “three is one
and one is three” kind of activity will appear.    Although it might sound difficult, if you don’t re-
alize that this is the kind of (difficult) teaching that Buddhism is teaching, then it’s not possible
to really get into your study of Buddhism.    The condition of the origin is as I just described a
condition that can be called the condition of not one and not two, and from this condition of the
origin will inevitably appear the world of past, present, and future.    The three worlds will in-
evitably be manifest within this one world.    And when the three worlds of past, present, and fu-
ture appear that is when for the first time the world of substance, the material world appears.
Buddhism in no way permits you to unquestioningly, unconditionally accept the existence of
matter, the existence of substance.    In Buddhism we say “shiki” or form, we can’t just unques-
tioningly accept this existence.

As I always say, and so the people who have done zazen together with me for a long time
should know exactly what I’m talking about, in this world of the three worlds of past, present,
and future it’s the being who the activity of present as his or her content which is the self, which
is the being existing in the present world, which is the very beginning of all existent things.    The
particular time, the particular world (the world of the particular time) called the present moment
appears having both plus and minus, or we could say both mother and father, or we could say
both tatha-gata, thus-going, and tatha-agata, thus-coming, equally as its content.    And as I al-
ways say this present moment that has appeared appears with an equal amount of plus and mi-
nus.    We can say that it appears with 0.0001 “amount” of both of these activities.    

And when the present moment appears what happens to plus and minus, to tatha-gata and
tatha-agata?    Because they both have given equally of themselves, and we can say that their
original, complete body is 0.5, then they both have become 0.4999.    Both plus and minus have
appeared in a condition which is no longer complete, we can say no longer pure.    In Buddhism
we call this condition which is not pure, which is not perfect, not complete, the condition of mat-
ter, the condition of “shiki” form.    

And how about the existent beings which have appeared?    They have received equally
from plus and minus, but they have only received 0.0001 of both of these activities of plus and
minus, so they are also not complete.    It’s because existent beings are incomplete, imperfect,
that they are appearing as substance.    

The spiritual world is the world in which tatha-gata and tatha-agata only are simply work-
ing will-lessly, on the one hand becoming completely unified, and on the other hand facing one
another over and over again, this is what we mean by spiritual world.    In the spiritual world
there are no mothers, fathers, there are no selves, or actually we can say that it’s not that mothers,
fathers, and children do not exist, it’s simply that there is no need for mother or father or child or
the self to assert itself, or emphasize its own self (saying ““I am” father, “I am” mother”) they are
simply moving without will.

But the human world, the world of form, the world of the ten thousand things, the mate-
rial world, (the world of existent things) is divided into these three perspectives of past, present,
and future.    Although it’s difficult you must strive to manifest the wisdom that can clearly grasp
this principle that this world is incomplete, an incomplete imperfect world, and this incomplete,
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imperfect world is divided into the worlds of past, present, and future.    This is a very difficult
point, and I’ve talked about it countless times.    

I’ve said that it’s difficult.    What’s so difficult about it?    The difficult thing is that this
self which has appeared, in order to become the complete self, to become the perfect self, it must
make the activities of plus and minus, the activities of past and future completely its content.
And of course this is the condition of the origin, the condition of the source.    When one mani-
fests the condition of the origin that is when one has finally manifested the complete self.    And
this condition of the origin as I always remind you, is doing an activity.    It’s doing a will-less ac-
tivity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata cycling through on the one hand facing one another, and on
the other hand becoming one.    

This activity is taking place in some place, but the place that the activity is occurring in
only appears through the activity itself, and so the place itself has as its content both of these ac-
tivities of plus and minus.    To learn how to contemplate this kind of activity is what we call in
Buddhism “kanbo,” “kan” to perceive, “bo” dharma, to perceive the activity of dharma. (That is
what we mean by “Zen practice)    

I’ve repeated it so many times, and it gives me a headache, actually, to have to say it
again, but I will, and what I need to remind you of is that in the process of development, in the
process of maturation and growth, the self must dissolve.    The activity of dissolving the self is
for the self to divide itself in two and return to mother that which it has received from mother,
and return to father that which it has received from father.    

This is a difficult thing, but actually it isn’t difficult at all.    If one is able to catch for one-
self the clear recognition of the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, then it’s very easy.    

And especially in Tathagata Zen that we are teaching here we say that without fail the self
which has appeared here will experience an experience in which it recognizes “Father is myself.
Mother is myself.”    

This is the problem.    The self has disappeared, and when the self disappears we can say
that the self has become the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    And of course this is the
manifestation of the condition of the origin.    This is the manifestation of a newly appeared con-
dition of the origin when the self has disappeared.    And this is a world in which subject and ob-
ject are opposing one another, facing one another.    

And this is the difference between the Buddhist perspective and the perspective of other
fields of scholarship.    In Buddhism we say that here has appeared the world of subject and ob-
ject facing one another, the world of the origin, but we say in Buddhism that before this world
where it was (is) simply subject and object was the world of past, present, and future.    We say
that the self has three ways of being and through these three ways of being the self develops.    

For the sake of the first time people although I want to get into how subject and object re-
late to one another, without first explaining how the world of subject and object appears in the
first place it will be impossible to understand the later talk.    If you can grasp for yourself the
wisdom that clearly can understand the activity of subject and object (and how the worlds of sub-
ject and object come into being), then you will be able to understand easily that within this world
of subject and object although there are times when subject and object are completely unified
this state of unification is not fixed.    Immediately they will again break from this state of unifi-
cation and face one another, and do this repetitive activity over and over again.

What Rinzai is talking about here is the mutual making of relationship between subject
and object, and we can, at least as a temporary expedient means of teaching, call the subject the
minus activity, and the object the plus activity.    The subject and object are (undoubtedly) both
existing.    But in the spiritual world this not an activity or an existence that can be seen.    There
is no self appeared in this world that can do the activity of seeing.    It is very important for you to
experience for yourself this spiritual world.    No one can see spiritual activity, but your very self
can manifest the spiritual activity.    When the spiritual world appears there is no seeing, no one
to see, no one to be seen, that’s why in Buddhism we say this is the condition which is the most
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peaceful condition.    When we look at the spiritual world we can clearly see that the activity of
true love is a spiritual activity.    No one can see the activity of spiritual love.    But everyone can
experience it.    And when you are experiencing this spiritual love you are experiencing a kind of
experience more superlative than God or Buddha.    In magazines and newspapers you often can
seen written descriptions of tranquility or peace of mind, but true peace of mind is an experience
that no one can know, no one can see.    

This kind of spiritual activity appears when subject and object, host and guest become
one.    And the spiritual activity also appears in the situation in which plus and minus, subject and
object are facing each other, where there is no self to see this facing of subject and object.    

Even within the spiritual world then, according to Buddhism there are conditions we can
call the condition of the cause, and there are conditions we can call the condition of the result.
It seems as if people think that the spiritual world is a world which is completely separate from
causes and effects.    And although you can think that way, according to Buddhism we say that
the spiritual world, the spiritual activity is nothing more than an activity which is giving rise to
causes and effects.    The reason for this is that the “I am” self has not appeared within the spiri-
tual world.

The world in which the “I am” self has appeared is the world of past, present, and future,
the world in which the “I am” self is manifesting itself as the present, the world of material.    So
all of you have fixated this “I am” self, and from the perspective of the fixated “I am” self you
learn about various things you call religion or philosophy.    No matter how much you study, no
matter how culturally advanced you become, no matter how much you study politics or cultural
activities, because the one who is studying is originally an incomplete self, then this culture or
politics (or academic field) that you study will always be incomplete (although it may bring tem-
porary relief to the self), so in Buddhism we very severely negate this kind of study and say that
it will never be the real thing.

Even within Buddhism we have the same thing, we have people who are Buddhist who in
order to make their own brand of Buddhism prosper they teach from the perspective of the fix-
ated (“I am”) self, to the perspective of the fixated self, in order to in some temporary way give
some joy or peace of mind to people (‘s incomplete self, which is not their true self).    If we have
to choose some of these teachings to single out, for example if you believe in Amida Buddha
then you will be saved, if you believe in Kannon bodhisattva then you will find happiness, those
are the kind of teachings.    That’s just like any other religion.    

The reason for the appearance of these kind of teachings within Buddhism is because
Buddhism recognized that for people who don’t understand anything (about Buddhism) without
first affirming their self then they won’t listen to the teaching, so at first you have to say some-
thing (which is not the true teaching, as upaya, or skillful means) that will make them happy.
You have to say, “Oh you are such a beauty.    Oh you’re such a handsome guy,” then they will
smile and laugh, and then maybe they will listen to the real teaching.    

The teaching of Buddhism is to say that it’s fine to believe in the Buddha, to believe in
Kannon bodhisattva, or Samantabadhra, or Amida Buddha, but don’t forget that when you reach
salvation all of these different Buddhas and bodhisattvas, and your self,  will disappear.      We
warn you don’t forget that true salvation is the condition of zero.    It seems that these days there
are alot of Buddhists that have forgotten that the final point is zero.    It’s fine I guess, there’s
nothing wrong with teaching the belief in Amida Buddha or Kannon Bodhisattva, but you have
to remember that when you reach true salvation there is no Amida Buddha, there is no Kannon
bodhisattva, there is no your self.    It seems that even people who are studying Zen, even among
you there are people that are unconditionally, unquestioningly accepting the existence of God or
Buddha, so I just felt that I had to warn you about that.    

What I’m saying is that, what I’m cautioning you about is that if you unquestioningly ac-
cept the existence of your self that is a kind of mental illness that is almost incurable.    Once you
are wrapped up in this kind of mental illness then it’s very difficult to escape.    Then you start
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wildly searching for some kind of medicine that is going to cure your mental illness, and asking
your self, “Where is God?    Where is Buddha?    (Where is my medicine?”)    There really is no
cure for the illness of the heart, for the illness of the mind other than (the practice of) manifesting
a pure heart, a pure mind.    

But the more you practice then the more hungry you get, so you have to eat.    You can’t
do Zen practice without eating.    But in Zen we say that through your practice, we strictly remind
you that it’s through your practice that food will come to you. Through your work food will
come to you.    So don’t worry.    But these days it seems like the political condition is terrible,
and so people say, “I’m suffering because there is no place for me to work.” Buddhism says that
true happiness will never come to society through political means.    People who are studying
Zen, I tell you, don’t think about politics.    

So finally we are ready to start talking about the relationship between man and woman,
the relationship between the self and everything else, the relationship between what we call the
self and the other (and the fact that everything must make relationship with something), but our
time has run out, so I’ll start talking about it tomorrow. 
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